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History of the PPI Business
The Pay-Per-Install business model (PPI) has existed for years. When the PPI business first
started, it was used to distribute advertisements. Today it is mainly used to spread spyware
and malware. PPI starts with an “affiliate” interested in building a network of infected
computers or earning money. The affiliate signs up to a PPI site and receives a file from the
PPI provider. The PPI-provided files were originally a variant of adware program. The affiliate
“binds” the PPI-provided file with another program that they might host on their site. A binder
is a program that can combine the adware provided by the PPI site with a known program.
Whoever downloads the program gets the adware installed on their computer. The affiliate is
paid per install of that adware that the PPI site sent them.
PPI Goes From Pushing Adware to Spyware and Malware
The PPI business has seen significant and malicious changes over the years. It has gone
from having victims unknowingly download and install adware to having them download and
install spyware and malware. While some PPI sites are still distributing adware, the majority
push malware and spyware to unsuspecting users. These PPI sites create an underground
economy that profits from installing malware. This economy is so widespread that there is
even a side business selling programs to make it more difficult for computer users to detect
that they are installing something malicious.
We will first look at www.pay-per-install.org. This site hosts a forum where affiliates come
together to discuss the PPI business and how to make money. This site is used for a variety
of reasons:
•
•
•

Lists affiliate programs organized in a way that affiliates can get an idea which PPI
business is paying the most and paying reliably for installs.
Provides a forum for affiliates to discuss how to make money the fastest and how to
advertise their links to get victims to download their installs.
Tutorials and guides to get affiliates started in the PPI business.

Methods and Tools
Many affiliates of the different PPI sites have various methods and tools they use to maximize
the effectiveness of their malware-packed download. One suggested method is the use of
peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. Affiliates recommend using BitTorrent or eMule, two of the most
popular P2P networks. Once the affiliate signs up with the PPI site and receives the malicious
file, the affiliate must choose a file to “bind” to the malicious file. Most affiliates access
BitTorrent and download a legitimate program or game crack, bind the malicious file with the
legitimate program that they downloaded, upload the bundled file to the torrent sites and

advertise that file as the original non-modified file. The goal is to have computer users
download the malicious bundled file and execute it, thinking that they are actually installing a
useful program and not malware. The affiliate gets paid after the file is installed on the victim’s
computer.
Seedboxes
One challenge affiliates encounter is that they must perform hundreds to thousands of installs
to receive any significant income, which is why sites like www.pay-per-install.org exist to
provide guidance. To address this challenge, many affiliates use a seedbox, or a private
dedicated server used for the uploading and downloading of digital files. Affiliates use a
seedbox to rapidly spread their malware-infected files using BitTorrent and eMule, avoiding
the need to host the files on their computer. This can be a labor intensive process because
once a P2P site discovers the malware in the uploaded affiliate file, that file is deleted or gets
banned from the P2P network. Many affiliates take precautions to avoid this scenario by using
special tools such as crypters to hide their files.

Crypters
One type of program that www.pay-per-install.org sells is called a crypter. Crypters are

programs that hide malicious files from anti-virus (AV) solutions intended to protect your
computer. Crypters are used to make a malicious file fully undetectable (FUD). Making files
FUD is a money-making business in the world of malware. For example, the crypter on
www.pay-per-install.org is called PXCrypter and is currently on version 1.1. Affiliates usually
receive free upgrades when the author updates the crypter. This crypter sells for $75 and
includes 1 stub; additional stubs are $25. The stub is the code that decrypts the rest of the
program when it is executed. Because the stub must be available to perform the decryption, it
can't be encrypted and is eventually identified by AV programs as malicious. To avoid this
situation from occurring, crypters are sold with several stubs, with more available for an
additional price.

PXCrypter has been written to work with many PPI affiliate files, has many features to avoid
detection by AV software and prevents a malicious file from running in a sandbox. Sandboxes
are often used by security researchers to create a virtual environment where malicious
programs can run and be observed without causing damage to the computer or its operating
system. Sandboxing is a good way to determine malware behavior and design effective
protection techniques and countermeasures.
Trojan Download Manager
Another type of tool used by affiliates is a Trojan Download Manager. A Trojan Download
Manager is commonly seen in the blackhat malware communities because it allows an

attacker to update any malware that has been downloaded by a victim’s computer, install
additional malware, and perform any other functions that the Trojan Downloader Manager
software author has designed.
The www.pay-per-install.org site has a Trojan Downloader Manager program for sale called
SDdownloader or Silent Downloader. SDdownloader normally sells for $300; however, it is
currently on special for $225. It is at version 3, with version 4 being developed and includes:
•
•
•
•
•

One unique stub to decrypt the malware and minimize its visibility to antivirus software
Binder software to combine the malware file with another file sought by a victim
A web interface to track statistics for infected computers
An interface to make the infected PC a SOCKS proxy, allowing an attacker to funnel
malicious network traffic through the infected computer
Tools to download more malware to the already infected computer

Trojan Download Managers are popular because they not only allow attackers to infect the
computer, but they can also force the computer to download and install any PPI files or
malware at the attacker’s command.

This is the interface that displays how many bots are installed.

This interface shows the settings for the files to be installed. Bot operators can put a delay on
files to be installed, switch out payloads, define where the payloads are installed, create
server failsafes, and even use geolocation to choose which countries get which malware.

This screenshot shows the email harvester addon. This addon allows SDdownloader to
harvest all email addresses on an infected system.

This screenshot shows a setup interface for sending emails or spam from the bot(s). Provided
on the web page is a list of tips for this addon:
• Body can accept HTML format as well as plaintext so you can design your emails
however you like.
• From: this is the email address you want displayed in the from field on the recipiants
end. The output looks like this <myemail@address.com>
• Display Name: I'd use this as well to create a Friendly Name for the From field. The
output looks like this Display Name <myemail@address.com>
• Use both Display Name and From together do not leave one or the other out
• To make the sent email appear to be coming from the email address of the messenger
client it obtained the email address from check mark Use Messenger Email

This figure displays the IMRobotix addon page. The IMRobotix Addon allows the bot controller
to use the bot as an Instant Messaging (IM) spam computer. It will use IM clients such as
MSN Messenger, Yahoo! Instant Messenger, AIM, and ICQ to spam all of the available bots’
contacts.
Black Hat Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
A scammer who doesn't want to use P2P but wants traffic directed to their site that hosts malicious
files can use black hat SEO techniques. Black hat SEO increases the volume of traffic to a web site by
manipulating search engines. The user clicks the link in response to their search query and the
victim’s computer visits the site, where exploits hijack vulnerable computers using a technique known
as drive-by downloads. After the site compromises the victim’s computer, an attacker can successfully
transfer and install as much malware as they want.
Attackers use tools such as XRumer to perform these tasks. XRumer is an auto-submitter program
that posts messages to forums, guestbooks, bulletin boards and catalogs. An auto-submitter’s purpose
is to announce the attacker’s site URL throughout the Internet to increase search engine rankings and
display the site at or near the top of search engine results. This software also helps advertise the
attacker’s site URL so more people might be willing to click on it in a guestbook or forum posting.

Doorway Pages
Another method used by attackers to increase traffic so more victims will visit their site and
download malicious files is the use of a doorway or doorway pages. Doorway pages are
similar to SEO, but the goal is to increase the search ranking of the doorway page instead of
the attacker’s site. The doorway is simply a web page that may list many keywords in an
attempt to increase the search engine ranking. This doorway page will not contain any
malicious files to download, so it will not be removed from search engines or blacklisted.
Instead, the doorway page contains scripts that redirect the victim’s computer to the attacker’s
malicious or scamming adware page, where malware or adware may be downloaded to
vulnerable computers.

The PPI sites
Pay-per-install.org references a number of PPI sites that offer to pay affiliates to install
programs on victims’ computers. Most affiliates judge PPI sites by two main criteria: how
much they pay and how honest they are. In PPI jargon, ‘shaving’ is the act of not counting
some installations by affiliates. Some PPI sites are accused of shaving a portion of
installations from the affiliates’ total. Most affiliates want to sign up to a PPI site that has a
good reputation and pays on time. Affiliates can work with many different PPI sites
simultaneously to maximize their income.
Earning4u.com (formerly InstallsCash)

The Earning4u site is a startup that is reportedly a descendent of the InstallsCash web site.
InstallsCash disappeared around the same time Earning4u became active. Earning4u.com
only pays in increments of 1000 installs. The screenshots of the web site display pricing that
is similar to that of InstallsCash, which shows that some things have not changed. The look
and feel is different for the Earning4u site, but it has the same language options as
InstallsCash of Russian and English. Earning4u has a Russian IP claims they are registered
to a software company in China.
The site claims to have been in business since 2001, allegedly employs a team of 20
professionals, and claims to have over 1000 registered affiliates. The site processes
payments using the same payment systems as InstallsCash in addition to e-gold and PayPal.
One item of interest is that they refuse to pay for installations on Russian or any CIS-based
(Commonwealth of Independent States, or former Soviet Republic) computers.

This is the home page for earning4u.com. It lists what they consider the key features of their
service that puts them above what other affiliate programs offer.

The rates page lists prices per 1000 unique installations. The highest paid installs are for the
U.S. at $180 and the United Kingdom at $110. At the bottom of the list is Asia at $6 per 1000
installations.

The “silent loader” software that can be downloaded and distributed by the affiliate will
download and install a nasty malware combination. The initial executable file is the Piptea

Trojan horse downloader. Piptea’s main purpose is to download multiple malware programs
onto the infected system.

Earning4u scans the malware to demonstrate how undetected it is and so that the affiliate will
not upload it to a virus scanning site and potentially compromise its stealth.

At the time of this writing, this malware is pretty much fully undetected (FUD). It is detected by
only 12% of the scanners.
Earning4u.com makes the same claims for the installer as the InstallsCash installer. They
claim that it is not harmful and only changes the web browser’s homepage, as well as setting
up a dialer to contact web sites. After the victim’s computer executes the Piptea, the program
phones home to http://certlxxxxx.com located in Russia.

The phone home traffic to http://certlxxxxx.com consists of HTTP GET requests to download
multiple pieces of malware, as well as phone home traffic that lets the malware check in with
the C&C server. The other malware downloaded by Piptea consists of Ertfor downloader
trojan, Butterfly Bot, Wimpixo downloader trojan, Tibs/Harnig, TDSS, an undetermined Trojan
clicker, and many more.
Dogma Millions
Dogma Millions is a Russian-only PPI site that requires an invitation code to join. Affiliates
have to send a message to one of the two ICQ numbers to ask for an invitation code. Just like
earning4u.com, Dogma Millions does not accept Russian installations. They do not quote the
going price is for installations, but instead state that affiliates receive 60% of the going price
for the installation.

This is the homepage for the Dogma Millions web site. Notice how the site gives the
impression that money grows on trees and features both sexy men and women.

This web page from Dogma Millions states that affiliates receive 60-70% of install prices and
3-5% from referrals. The site lists its key features similar to the earning4u.com web site.

This figure displays an example list of one affiliate’s installations for one full month from
September to October 23, 2009. This affiliate had 512,784 total installations, but only 34,488
unique installations. They successfully infected 34,488 computers in just one month and from
just one affiliate. Dogma Millions has hundreds of affiliates and probably collects over 500,000
unique installations each month.
InstallConverter
InstallConverter is another PPI site, but it’s a bit more bland and not as flashy.

InstallConverter is unique because they offer site content to help affiliates build your own site
to successfully spread installations. Quoting from their site: “Syndication is the best way to get
free content and get paid for it! You can choose from different games, audio, software,
multiple free videos for your website. For every new InstallConverter install produced from any
country we credit for, InstallConverter gives you money.”

Here’s the home page for the InstallConverter web site.

This page displays the most recent news for the InstallConverter site and how often they
update their executable file to make it FUD. They also list a “Sales Person” that should be
able to assist affiliates with any problems they might encounter. My personal experience with
their sales person was horrible…he never wanted to talk to me.

This page displays how many installs an affiliate has for the 15 day pay period. This example
has none listed. The XML stats link listed allows an affiliate to post the link in an iframe or use
some other method to infect victims’ computers.

This web page displays the main download links for an affiliate to download the installation
file, along with the link that can be used to infect victims’ computers.
Installs Market
The Installs Market web site is the “opposite” of PPI: the web site offers to do installs for a
price. They receive executable files from attackers, and they recommend that senders crypt
executable files to remain undetectable for a longer time. Quoted from their web site: “We
offer you a new, high-quality installs service. Our service offers you unique clean installs, with
the option of selecting individual countries.

The selection price will depend on the guiding prices for each separate country.”
For example:
•
•
•

U.S.-only installs command $100 per 5 to 20 thousand installs per day.
For Europe, they charge $30 per 30 to 50 thousand installs per day.
Asia costs only $7 per 20 to 30 thousand installs per day.

Like many other similar web sites, Installs Market will not install files on computers in Russian
geographic regions or domains. The domain for Installs Market is registered in China, which
seems to be a trend among Russian cyber criminals. They register domains in China and
then register the actual IP addresses outside of Russia or in some other Eastern European
country.

Displayed is Installs Market home page with their listed prices.

This chart displays how many computers Installs Market can infect within a selected time
frame. Each entry is for seven days (excluding for the last entry, because its week was not
complete at the time of this publication), averaging 483,217 unique installs for the first four
weeks, or 69,031 installs per day.

Here is a breakdown per country of the seven day period from January 11 to January 17,
2010. Notice that besides Vietnam, the highest amount of installs is for the United States.

Conclusion
To protect your computer and your company from these types of threats, your organization
needs to have strong Information Technology (IT) policies and user education in place. IT
policies should not allow any kind of peer-to-peer (P2P) usage because file sharing can easily
lead to the downloading of malicious files. Users should also be prohibited from installing
pirated or unlicensed software, as this software often contains malware.
Use caution when using search engines to find software downloads. Only download software
from reputable sites, as SEO techniques are often used to display malicious download sites in
search engine rankings.
Depending on your organization’s security and business needs, consider preventing end
users from installing any programs on their work computer. Users should be educated on the
reasons for these policies, as well as common scams used to con them into running Trojan
programs (such as tempting movies, fake codecs, fake AV programs, and spam-based
Trojans).
Because many of these PPI programs install the Zeus Trojan and other similar financial and
credential-stealing Trojans on victims’ computers, CTU recommends that businesses handling
online banking and financial transactions adopt a strategy to isolate the workstations, used for
these activities, from possible Zeus or other data-stealing Trojan infections.
Operating system and antivirus software should be updated frequently. The PPI business
threat is rapidly growing and attackers use more tools and methods to trick computer users
into downloading malware that can result in millions of computers being compromised.

